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Abstract—In networking industry, there are various services 

that are mission critical. For example, DNS and DHCP are 

essential and are common network services for a variety of 

organizations. An appliance that provides these services comes 

with a reporting system to provide visual information about 

the system status, resource usage, performance metrics, and 

trends, etc. Furthermore, it is desirable and important to 

provide prediction against these metrics so that users can be 

well prepared for what is going to happen and prevent 

downtime. Among the predictive measures, there are multiple 

metrics to reflect peak or maximum values such as peak 

volume or resource usage in networking. The peak value 

prediction is critical for the IT managers to ensure its 

organization is ahead of the cycles in terms of the network 

capacity and disaster recovery. There have been many 

algorithms and methods for prediction of trended time series 

data. However, peak values often do not fall into a trend by 

nature. The traditional trend prediction methods do not 

perform well against this type of data. In this paper, we 

present a novel filtering algorithm named “Exponential 

Moving Maximum” (EMM), this filter is used before applying 

a prediction algorithm against peak time series data. We also 

provide some experimental results on real data as a 

comparison to show that the prediction method has better 

accuracy when EMM filtering is applied to certain categories 

of networking data. 

Keywords-predictive analytics; trend forecasting; networking 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

There have been a number of methods that can do trend 
prediction or forecasting on time series data by removing so 
called non-stationarity or noise. Simple moving average is 
the most basic technique that averages the last n observations 
of a time series [1][2]. It is appropriate only for very short or 
irregular data sets, where features like trend and seasonality 
cannot be meaningfully determined, and where the mean 
changes slowly. Exponential smoothing, such as the Holt-
Winters method, is a more complex moving average method 
that involves parameters reflecting the level, trend and 
seasonality of historical data. It usually gives more weight to 
recent data [2]-[6]. An even more complex class of moving 
average models, autoregressive moving average (ARMA) 
[2][6]-[8] is capable of reflecting autocorrelations inherent in 
data. It can out-perform exponential smoothing when the 
historical data period is long and data is nonvolatile. But it 

doesn’t perform as well when the data is statistically messy. 
The typical application of this forecasting technique is in 
marketing for which J. Armstrong et al. had a review on 
many methods in their publication [9].  

One of the most active research areas employing trend 
prediction is stock market forecasting. Therefore, many 
researchers have applied different analysis methods to do 
stock trend prediction, including associative rule based 
approaches, chart pattern recognition, template matching, 
neural networks and SVM [10][11]. K. Wu et al. recently 
presented a method to predict stock trend with k-means 
clustering algorithms [12] in identifying patterns within a 
sliding window. However the complexity of the algorithm 
poses a limitation for methods that are used in real time 
applications. 

Time series data generated by a network service system 
such as DNS and DHCP servers often contains useful non-
stationarity of which an example is illustrated in Figure 1 
that is a time series DNS query data with hourly maximum 
or peak values for a period of 270 days. Users, typically from 
IT departments, are interested in seeing the trend of peak 
value data and, furthermore, to know the prediction for near 
future. Therefore, they can have means to assess the 
capacities of their network allowing purchase and 
deployment of new equipment to meet expected demand 
with out having to over provision.. When a traditional 
prediction algorithm is used with this data, the information 
about the local maximums will unfortunately get lost. 

In Section II, we present the algorithm of exponential 
moving maximum and its memory complexity. Section III 
provides the command lines and workflow for the integration 
with Splunk [13]. We present the experimental results with 
comparison in Section IV. The conclusion is presented in 
Section V. 

II. EXPONENTIAL MOVING MAXIMUM FILTER 

The EMM filter is used to aggregate historical values 
with a maximum aggregator so that the effect of these values 
can be taken into account by subsequent values whilst 
applying a magnitude decaying exponential along with time. 
That’s similar to one of the special cases in ARIMA that’s 
exponential moving average [14]-[16] where historical 
values are aggregated into the following values but with an 
average aggregator. The EMM filter can be defined as 
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𝑦𝑘 = max
0≤𝑖≤𝑘

{𝛼
𝑖

𝑤𝑥𝑘−𝑖} 

where 
𝛼 ∈ [0,  1.0] 

is an inheritance parameter and 𝑤 is a filtering window size. 

In the case when  
𝛼 = 0, 𝑦𝑘 = 𝑥𝑘 

and when  

𝛼 = 1, 𝑦𝑘 = max
0≤𝑖≤𝑘

{𝑥𝑖} 

If 

𝑦𝑘 = 𝛼
𝑚
𝑤𝑥𝑘−𝑚 

then 𝑥𝑘−𝑚 is called the bubble point of 𝑦𝑘  and 𝑚  is the 
bubble distance. Figure 2 illustrates the relationship of the 
parameters in which the original value 𝑥  will have a 
contribution on the magnitude of 𝛼𝑥 for the filtered value at 
a future position that is 𝑤 distance away from 𝑥. It shows the 
future impact of a value is decayed exponentially over time. 

 
Figure 2.  EMM filter parameters. 

Figure 3 shows an example of EMM filtering over the 
hourly peak DNS query time series data. The peak values 
that are local maximums can become bubble points that over 
shadow the following non local maximal data points. The red 
curves show the EMM filtering output which effectively 
preserves the historical information of peak values and can 
contribute to the prediction of future peak values. 

It can be proven that 

𝑦𝑘 = max
0≤𝑖≤𝑘

{𝛼
𝑖

𝑤𝑥𝑘−𝑖} 

= max (𝑥𝑘 , 𝛼
1
𝑤𝑥𝑘−1, 𝛼

2
𝑤𝑥𝑘−2, … , 𝛼

𝑘
𝑤𝑥0) 

= max [𝑥𝑘 , 𝛼
1
𝑤 (𝑥𝑘−1, 𝛼

1
𝑤𝑥𝑘−2, … , 𝛼

𝑘−1
𝑤 𝑥0)] 

= max (𝑥𝑘 , 𝛼
1
𝑤 max

0≤𝑖≤𝑘−1
{𝛼

𝑖
𝑤𝑥𝑘−1−𝑖}) 

= max (𝑥𝑘 ,  𝛼
1
𝑤𝑦𝑘−1) 

 
This is the EMM representation in a recursive format that 
simplifies memory complexity to 𝑂(1) for implementation.  

III. SPLUNK CUSTOMIZATION 

Splunk is a commercial software solution that provides 

archiving, indexing and analytics functions to machine 

generated data such as system logs and network data. One of 

its analytical functions is called predict() that can do 

forecasting based on a series of historical data points. As a 

platform, Splunk provides an SDK for users to develop 

custom commands as plug-ins. A custom command named 

emm is developed in Python and plugged into the Splunk 

system. The syntax of the command is as follows. 

emm <variable_to_predict> [inheritance=i] [window=w] 

where i is a floating point value between 0 and 1.0 to 

represent 𝛼 and w is an integer value equal to the timespan. 

For instance, for hourly time series data, w=720 has a 

window size of one month. 

In addition, the native Splunk command predict() is 

customized into a new command forecast() with following 

syntax. 

forecast <variable_to_predict> [AS <newfield_name>] 
[<forecast_option>] 

 

The forecast_option is similar to the options for the 

command predict() except for some fields that have 

different default values customized. 
With the custom commands deployed into Splunk app, 

the prediction process with EMM filtering can be pipelined 
similar to most of the Splunk queries. A sequence diagram is 
given in Figure 4 with the steps listed as follows. 

1. Load event data files into Splunk system. 

2. Fire a query to start the prediction process. 

3. The query starts from event aggregation with use of 

Splunk aggregation functions. 

4. Apply EMM filtering on aggregated time series data. 

5. Further aggregate EMM output into a coarse level 

desired by prediction objectives. 

6. Execute custom forecast command to get prediction 

result. 

7. Visualize prediction result with Splunk visualization 

functions. 

A sample query command pipe in Splunk is given as 

follows. 

source="dns.txt" | rex 
"^(?P<date>[^\\t]+)\\t(?P<dns>.+)" | timechart 
span=10m max(dns) as dns | emm dns inheritance=0.7 
window=4320| timechart span=mon max(emm) as emm 
| forecast emm future_timespan=3 

 

The output is shown in Figure 5 in which the top section is 

for command input and the lower part shows the EMM 

filtering and prediction results. 

IV. EXPERIMENT AND COMPARISON 

Infoblox is a company that provides DNS, DHCP and IP 

address management (DDI) appliances for network 

automation [17]. Its Trinzic DDI
TM

 series is distributed with 

a Grid Master
TM

 and a number of Grid Members
TM

. The 
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reporting appliance can be one of the members that collects, 

archives and analyzes the network data across many 

members. About 18 month data is collected from two 

separate customers who are using Infoblox’s Trinzic
TM

 

Reporting appliance. The data includes number of DNS 

queries aggregated every 10 minutes, number of DHCP 

leases aggregated every one minute, DNS server cache hit 

rate, and system CPU usage history. For each category, the 

data is segmented into a range of 12 months with a window 

sliding by month. To simplify the computation, EMM filter 

is applied on hourly maximum and the prediction is 

executed on monthly maximum data points. The experiment 

will use the first consecutive 9 month data from each 

segment to predict the values for the next three months. The 

prediction results will then be compared to the reserved 

three month data for accuracy calculation. The prediction 

error is defined as a mean squared error 

𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
1

𝑚
∑

1

𝑛
∑(�̂�𝑖 − 𝑌𝑖)

2

𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑚

𝑘=1

 

where �̂�𝑖 is the prediction value of 𝑌𝑖 at the (𝑖 + 9)th month 

and 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3. 𝑚 is the number of sliding steps. Based on 

MSE, the comparison metric is defined as 

𝐶 =
𝑀𝑆𝐸𝐸𝑀𝑀

𝑀𝑆𝐸
 

where 𝑀𝑆𝐸𝐸𝑀𝑀  is the prediction error with use of EMM 

filter and 𝑀𝑆𝐸 is the prediction error without use of EMM. 

It is apparent that 𝐶 < 1 means accuracy improvement.  

First of all, use the Splunk built-in prediction function to 

analyze the data and provide prediction results in the 

protocol set above. The raw data is in system log format that 

is loaded and parsed by a custom regular expression to 

extract the values from raw events. The software does 

aggregation on event data to generate time series sequences 

before applying its predict() command. The prediction 

results can be visualized by its built-in GUI or exported into 

a text file and visualized separately as illustrated in Figure 6, 

where the prediction results are shown in the gray area. 

Secondly, we apply the EMM filtering before invoking the 

predict() command. The EMM filtering results are 

superimposed on to the raw DNS data that is shown in 

Figure 6 and highlighted in red in Figure 7. Its prediction 

results are illustrated in the gray area in Figure 7. Unlike the 

version without use of EMM in Figure 6 that shows a 

relatively flat trend, the version with use of EMM in Figure 

7 effectively shows the upward trend that matches real data. 

The same experiments are conducted on all of four 

categories of network data. For comparison, the above 

defined 𝐶 values are calculated and listed in Table 1. The C 

values for DNS query and DHCP lease data are much 

smaller than 1 which proves a significant improvement in 

prediction accuracy. On the other side, the prediction 

accuracy improvement on the DNS hit rate data is not 

significant and the accuracy decreases on the CPU data. We 

will try to provide some explanation in next section.  

TABLE I. ACCURACY COMPARISON 

Test Data Comparison Metric C 

DNS Query 0.07 

DHCP Lease 0.33 

DNS Hit Rate 0.98 

CPU 1.21 

V. CONCLUSION 

Many prediction algorithms and methods have been 

experimented against the time series data that contains non-

stationary peak values with poor performance. A 

preprocessing approach is proposed in this paper as well as 

an exponential moving maximum filter that can preserve 

local maximum values from the historical data and make 

prediction more accurate, meaningful and useful. An 

example EMM plug-in has been tested with use of Splunk 

software that provides an ease-of-use user interface and 

SDK for customization with plug-ins. The same method and 

algorithm can be used together with other prediction tools or 

software. The experimental results show that using the 

EMM filter provides better prediction accuracy on DNS and 

DHCP data compared to a traditional prediction algorithm 

provided by some commercial software. Unlike the 

experiments for DNS and DHCP volume data, the 

experiments on cache hit rate data and CPU data either 

show no improvement or present slightly worse accuracy. 

The possible explanation based on the sample data is that 

the spikes in cache hit and CPU data look more like real 

noise than trended peaks in DNS and DHCP volumes. This 

concludes that EMM should only be applied to the time 

series data that contains non-stationality which is 

intrinsically not random noise. Further experiments are 

needed to add EMM filter into other traditional predication 

algorithms and methods. 
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Figure 1.  Customer DNS volume data example with meaningful non-stationality. 

 

Figure 3.  EMM filtering example. 
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Figure 4.  Sequence diagram of prediction process with EMM on Splunk. 

 

 

Figure 5.  A screen snapshot of the web GUI of Splunk prediction with EMM plug-in. 
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Figure 6.  Prediction without use of EMM filter. 

 

 

Figure 7.  Prediction with use of EMM filter. 
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